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Individuals who have been awarded an Integrated
Strategies for Home Visiting Certificate of Attendance and
a Level 1 Action Tools Fast Track Certification are qualified
to work toward GGKI’s Level 2 Skill Transfer Certification. 


This certification requires the completion of 10 Skill
Transfer Activities.


To optimize competency development, it is recommended
that LLevel 2 Candidates work on these activities with a
group of  ““Transfer Agents”, to include their SSupervisor and
several other PParent-Child Practitioners/Team Members.


Your SSkill Transfer Team is a group of individuals who will
support you in transferring what you have learned in the
Integrated Strategies for Home Visiting Seminar into your
daily interactions and activities with families. 


Integrated Strategies for Home Visiting
Level 2 Skill Transfer Certification Activities
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Skill Focus:


Building Partnerships with Families and “Accentuating the Positives” Action Tool.


Building Relationships
Families Will ValueActivity


#1


� Review in your Integrated Strategies Manual:
� Section 6: Getting Started With Building Partnerships With Families


� Beliefs for Change: The Lens Through Which We Choose to View Others


� “Accentuating the Positives” Action Tool


� “Problem Talk” Action Tool


� Highlight the  Creative Engagement  strategies you have successfully used to 
build trust with a family reluctant to schedule and/or keep regular home
visits with you.


� Discuss with your Supervisor and Skill Transfer Team :
� The Creative Engagement Strategies you have not yet tried.


� One family you are finding it challenging to engage with.  


� After reviewing the Family Stress Checklist Summaries, explore how the previous life
experiences of these parents may be making it difficult for them to invite you into their
lives and to risk trusting you.


� The Creative Engagement Strategies you have already tried.


� Identify which Beliefs for Change you are struggling to put into practice and what could be
getting in the way of you embracing these beliefs.  Note: It is normal to connect with some 
parents more easily than with others.


� When you have visited with these families on the phone or in their homes, how many times
did you use the Accentuate the Positives Action Tool during each encounter with the family 
member present (Father, Mother, Grandparents)?


� What did you do to make the family members think their time with you would be interesting 
and enjoyable/fun? What did you do to help the parents experience joy? Do you suppose they 
felt their time with you would be boring, threatening or just a waste of their time?


� Ask your Skill Transfer Team for suggestions they have regarding Creative Engagement Strategies
you might try the next 2 times you attempt to schedule and/or visit families.  What could you
do to help various family members value their time with you?   Continued
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Building Relationships
Families Will ValueActivity


#1


� For each family, make a list of 10 parental or family characteristics/strengths 
you could accentuate during your next phone or in-home contact with the
family such as: infant care practices, parent-child interactions,
home/environmental qualities (safety, cleanliness, organization, décor),
support systems the family is using, interests of various family members,
care/nutrition of older children, how the parent’s self-care (hygiene, hair
done, eating healthy).


� Share your experiences with your Supervisor and Skill Transfer Team.  Use the 
Problem Talk Action Tool with each other to gain insight and find new options
for connecting with and building relationships with families they will value.


� During your next visits, try out the Creative Engagement Strategies discussed.
Identify what you will do to move the family toward valuing their time with
you.  For each hour you spend with the family, use the Accentuating the
Positive Action Tool 6 to10 times, being certain your acknowledgments are
heart-felt. Keep in mind that focusing on the positives will begin to change
how the parent thinks about themselves and has the potential to eventually 
re-sculpt/change the parent’s brain.
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Skill Focus:


Labor and Birthing Attachment Questions, “Normalizing” and
“Feel, Felt, Found: Would This Work for You?” Action Tools


Fostering the Growth of 
Secure Attachment RelationshipsActivity


#2


� Review in your Integrated Strategies Manual:


� Labor and Birthing Attachment Questions


� “Normalizing” Action Tool 


� “Feel, Felt, Found: Would This Work For You?” Action Tool 


� Discuss with your Supervisor and Skill Transfer Team:


� Explore how each question on the Labor and Birthing Attachment Assessment provides the 
Home Visitor/Parent-Child Practitioner insight into the quality of a mother’s/father’s
attachment to their baby.


� Highlight the questions you would feel uncomfortable asking a parent. Discuss why this 
question is important and how you could re-word it to increase your comfort level. 


� Share examples of a parent’s response to any question that could be an indicator she/he
is struggling with attaching to their baby


� With one of your Transfer Agents, practice asking the Labor and Birthing Attachment Questions,
being certain to ask the questions you highlighted as being outside of your comfort zone.


� Practice using the “Normalizing”  and “Feel, Felt, Found:  Would This Work
for You?” Action Tools when the below insights are gained. The aim of using
these strategies in these situations is twofold: (1)To communicate to the
parent that  it is safe for the parent to share difficult feelings with you; and,
(2) your reactions to such feelings will be empathic, not judgmental. Using
these Action Tools will Assure the parent that any of the following
circumstances can result in feelings that can make it difficult for them to
immediately fall in love with their baby.  Additionally, it is important to
communicate to parents that as most parents care for their infants and learn 
the baby’s irresistible  qualities, they become very attached.


� Emotionally or physically difficult pregnancy, labor or delivery


� Disappointments related to aspects of the child’s physical appearance, gender or temperament
Continued
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� Review in your Integrated Strategies Manual:


� Less than positive reactions of the partner, family members or hospital staff to the baby


� Stress related to insufficient financial  or other resources


� An unplanned pregnancy a parent is still struggling to adjust to


� Difficulty breastfeeding
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Fostering the Growth of 
Secure Attachment RelationshipsActivity


#2


� Share your insights with your Supervisor and your Skill Transfer Team.


� Choose 2 families with whom to do the Labor and Birthing Attachment 
Assessment Questions. While it is best to ask parents these questions shortly
after the birth of their baby to help them work through feelings that could
interfere with the formation of secure attachment relationships, these
questions can be integrated into a conversation any time during the first year
to gain insight into the parent-child relationship, including factors that may
be interfering with the growth of secure attachments.


Make Notes Here:







Skill Focus:


C•H•E•E•E•R•S


Building Parent-Child Relationship
Observation SkillsActivity


#3


� Review in your Integrated Strategies Manual:


� C•H•E•E•E•R•S


� “Strategic Accentuating the Positives” Action Tool


� Discuss with your Supervisor and Skill Transfer Team:


� What you have learned from using C•H•E•E•E•R•S to document various components of the 
parent-child relationship following your home visit


� How you have used C•H•E•E•E•R•S to determine and accentuate parenting strengths.


� How you have used C•H•E•E•E•R•S to pinpoint parent child relationship concerns and to build 
parenting strengths in these areas.


� Explore how each component of C•H•E•E•E•R•S is connected to the formation and maintenance 
of secure attachment relationships


� Select 3 families, one from each of the 3 age groups indicated on the Cues
and Signals documents for (1) Infants, (2) Crawlers and (3)Toddlers. 


� With a partner from your Skill Transfer Team, select families with a young 
infant, a crawler and a toddler, that you will visit together. As one of you
facilitates your home visit, the other will observe, paying focused attention
to doing a C•H•E•E•E•R•S observation. Following the visit, compare and discuss
in detail the observations each of you made on the on C•H•E•E•E•R•S tool. 


� Discuss the Home Visitor’s use of the Accentuating the Positives and
Strategic Accentuating the Positives Action Tools used during the visit.
Explore how using the Action Tools on subsequent visits will build parenting 
skills in each of the C•H•E•E•E•R•S components. 


� Subsequent to your next 2 visits with these families, share with your partner 
how you have used the Accentuating the Positives and Strategic Accentuating
the Positives Action Tools and how this is supporting the parents to build a 
secure attachment relationship with their baby. 


� Share your insights with your Supervisor and your Skill Transfer Team.
Continued
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Continued


Building Parent-Child Relationship
Observation SkillsActivity


#3


Make Notes Here:







Skill Focus:


Infant Cues & Signals, “Explore and Wonder” and “Accentuating the Positives” Action Tools


Fostering the Growth of
Secure Attachment RelationshipsActivity


#4


� Review in your Integrated Strategies Manual:


� Cues and Signals for (1) Infants, (2) Crawlers, and (3) Toddlers


� “Accentuating the Positives” Action Tool


� “Explore and Wonder” Action Tool


� Discuss with your Supervisor and Skill Transfer Team:


� The subtle cues you have not previously observed to be a signal given by a child for his/her 
parent/caregiver to increase or decrease attention/stimulation (to engage/disengage) 
highlighting them on pages of Integrated Strategies for Home Visiting, to reference later.


� Identify a parent who is consistently misreading one or more cues with their child and what 
the contributing factors are (parent’s stress level, a child’s health, the child’s temperament,
the parent’s “belief” system, time baby is spending in infant carrier).


� Practice/Role Play using the “Explore and Wonder” Action Tool in a situation in which a parent
is not correctly reading  a child’s cues to increase the parent’s awareness of and sensitive 
responses to such cues. Be sure to follow all steps in the “Explore and Wonder” Action Tool. 


�During a home visit, share the Cues & Signals handouts with the parents of
3 different children, 1 in each of the 3 age groups (Infants, Crawlers and
Toddlers), who are sometimes ignoring or incorrectly reading their child’s
cues.   The child needs to be awake during these visits.  With the parent,
watch for and highlight any of the engagement or disengagement cues
you or the parent observes the child giving.


� Each time the child has given a signal the parent reads correctly and
responds sensitively to, use the “Accentuating the Positives” Action Tool. 


� When the parent does not read a cue correctly, help the parent gain insight
regarding the meaning of the baby’s cues and what an empathic response
to that cue would be by using the “Explore and Wonder” Action Tool.


� Share your observations and the use of your Action Tools with your
Supervisor and your Skill Transfer Team.


Continued
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Continued


Make Notes Here:


Fostering the Growth of
Secure Attachment RelationshipsActivity


#4







Skill Focus:


“Strategic Accentuating the Positives” Action Tool.


Addressing Parenting Concerns:
Building Parenting SkillsActivity


#4


� Review in your Integrated Strategies Manual:


� Attachment


� “Strategic Accentuating the Positives” Action Tool


� Discuss with your Supervisor and Skill Transfer Team:


� Parent-child interactions you have observed in 1 family that are of concern to you.


� How you could use “Strategic Accentuating the Positives” to build parenting skills by increasing 
the frequency of parent-child Interactions that would reduce the concern you have.


� Make notes of the specific positive parent-child interactions you will watch for during your
next 4 visits with this family that will reduce your concerns.  Practice what you will say as
you use the Strategic Accentuating the Positive Action Tools to build these parenting skills.


� During your next 4 visits with these families practice using the  “Strategic 
Accentuating the Positives” Action Tool to build the parenting skills you
have identified.  


� Share your experiences with your Supervisor and Skill Transfer Team.
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Skill Focus:


“What I’d Like for My Child” Activity and the “Explore and Wonder” Action Tool


Motivating Parents to Support
Their Child’s DevelopmentActivity


#5


� Review in your Integrated Strategies Manual:


� “What I’d Like For My Child” Activity


� Growing Great Kids™ or other curriculum


� Beliefs for Change


� Discuss with your Supervisor and Skill Transfer Team:


� How you have already used the “What I’d Like for My Child” Activity to motivate parents to 
interact now with their child to support their healthy growth and development.


� The  Beliefs  for Change you are putting into practice when you do the “What I’d like For
My Child Activity  with parents


� How you can  use the “Explore and Wonder” Action Tool when doing the “What I’d Like For
My Child” Activity to create motivation for providing loving care, good nutrition, a safe 
environment and age-appropriate developmental stimulation for their children. 


� Do the “What I’d Like for My Child” Activity with the parents of an infant
under 6 months who you have concerns with regarding feeding, safely or
health practices or other basic care. Secondly, select a family with a child
between 12 to 24 months old who you are concerned the parents are not
providing adequate or age appropriate stimulation. Use the “Explore and
Wonder” Action tool  to help parents connect what they do now with their 
child to the characteristics they want their children to develop as they grow.  


� On your next visit plan to introduce an activity the parent(s) of the 12 to 24
month-old can do during that visit that will stimulate the child’s development
linked to one of the characteristics they want to grow in their child.  Provide
motivation for the parent(s) to repeat this activity following your visit by
using the “Explore and Wonder” Action Tool with the parent(s) to explore
how repeating this activity will lead to the child developing one of the
characteristics the parent identified as important on the “What I’d Like For
My Child” worksheet. 


Continued
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� On your next visit with the family of the 0 to 6 month old, as you are sharing 
information related to nutrition, hygiene, safety or health care, use the
“Explore and Wonder” Action Tool to explore with parent(s) how putting the
information you have shared into practice with their child will lead to their
child having one or more of the characteristics they have identified on their 
“What I’d Like For My Child” Activity. 


� Share your experiences with your Supervisor and Skill Transfer Team.


Make Notes Here:


Motivating Parents to Support
Their Child’s DevelopmentActivity


#5
Continued







Skill Focus:


“Family Values” Activity and “Accentuating the Positives” Action Tool


Strengthening the
Fabric of the FamilyActivity


#6


� Review in your Integrated Strategies Manual:


� Characteristics of Strong Families


� “Family Values” Activity


� “Accentuating the Positives” and “Strategic Accentuating the Positives” Action Tools


� Discuss with your Supervisor and Skill Transfer Team:


� How do your own family values influence your parenting and life style choices on a daily basis?


� What are some of the “day-to-day stressors/distractions” that pull parents away from practicing 
the values they aspire to?


� What support persons or systems are present in your own life that keep you on track with 
practicing your values when you are being pulled away from them? How you get back on
track when you stray from practicing the values important to you.


� How you can use “Accentuating the Positives” and “Strategic Accentuating the Positives”
during every visit with a family to support them in living into their family values. 


� Which Beliefs for Change will best equipped you to support parents in aspiring to their 
family values and dreams for their children.


� How you could use the Characteristics of Strong Families document to reinforce a parent’s 


motivating to live into his/her family values.


� Select 1 family to work on Building your Family Values competencies with. 
Start by exploring the Characteristics of Strong Families handout with them. 
Help family members identify their strengths within each of the characteristics.


� Then do the “Family Values” Activity.   


� Next, ask the parent(s) to identify 1 of their values they want to work on doing
a better job putting into practice on a daily basis during the next 2 weeks.


� Ask the parent(s) to write, on a note card, 2 things they will do every day that 
will be evidence that they are “Walking Their Talk” with this value.  Ask them
to post the note card where they will see it several times each day to keep 
them focused. Continued
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� On your next visit, start your visit by looking again at the “Our Family Values” 
worksheet with the parent(s), putting a spot light on the value the parent(s)
have been working on. Use the “Accentuating the Positives” Action Tool to
acknowledge the family’s efforts and accomplishments related to the
practice of this value and to motivate them to continue “Walking Their Family
Values Talk”. If the parent(s) bring up things they did that were inconsistent
with putting the value into practice, re-focus them on the positive efforts
made and what they want to do during the next week to do a better job
living into their selected value. 


� Ask the parent(s) which of their other values on their “Our Family Values” list 
they have been “Walking Their Talk” on since your last visit. Again use the
“Accentuating the Positives” Action Tool  to acknowledge them for their 
efforts and to provide motivation to continue to live into all of their values. 


� If the parent(s) has struggled to practice their identified value, use the 
Problem Talk Action Tool to explore how they might achieve more success 
during the coming week.


� Repeat the steps above with the family at the beginning of each visit with 
them during the next 3 months.


� Whenever you meet with your Skill Transfer Team, explore how putting a 
weekly spot light on a family’s efforts to live into their family values
strengthens the family and helps parent(s) “Walk Their Family Values Talk”.


Make Notes Here:


Strengthening the
Fabric of the FamilyActivity


#6
Continued







Skill Focus:


Goal Plans/Individual Family Support Plans, “Normalizing” and “Problem Talk” Action Tools


Using a Family’s Values to
Motivate and Begin “Goal Work”Activity


#7


� Review in your Integrated Strategies Manual:
� Beliefs for Change


� Goal Plans


� “Problem Talk” Action Tool


� “Normalizing” Action Tool


� The 3 MMM’s


�Discuss with your Supervisor and Skill Transfer Team:
� What turns most people off to setting and working on goals.


� The specific Beliefs for Change critically important to embrace in order to be successful in 
motivating parents to grow by setting and working toward goals.


� How introducing the 3 MMM’s to families will help them set goals that are realistic and achievable.


� Creative ways to reframe the values parents are working on living into as goals they have
already accomplished and or have identified  as values they want to work toward practicing
on a daily basis. How might you help parent(s) “Re-Package” their values as goals? How could
using the “Accentuating the Positives” Action Tool regarding the values parent(s) are practicing 
give parents the confidence and motivation to work toward accomplishing a new goal? 


� Select a family you have been discussing “Walking Their Family Values Talk” 
with on a weekly basis.  Use the “Accentuating the Positives” Action Tool to
acknowledge the successes they have had in putting one or more of their 
values into practice.


� Then ask the parent(s) to identify another of the values on their “Our Family 
Values” worksheet that they would like to do a better job practicing ”Walking
Their Talk” with on a daily basis. Explore The 3 MMM’s handout with the parents
focusing on how this will help them get what they want for themselves and
their children. Discuss with the parent(s) small steps they can take toward living
into that value during the next month, such as:  specific child care practices,
activities they could do with their child, family interactions/communications, 
ways to save/spend money, etc. Provide coaching as needed. Continued
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� Ask the parent(s) if they would be willing to make some notes about what
they will do daily, as a reminder and to help keep them focused.


� Work with parent(s) to complete the Goal Plan Worksheet, using the 
“Normalizing”, “Explore and Wonder” and/or “Feel, Felt, Found: Would This
Work for You?” Action Tools to encourage, motivate and to demonstrate
empathy regarding the effort it will take to accomplish this goal (”Walking 
Their Family Values Talk”).


� Each time you visit during the next 2 months, ask the parent(s) to tell you 
about the success they have had in taking steps toward accomplishing their
goal.  Use the “Accentuating the Positives” Action Tool to acknowledge any
effort the parent has demonstrated, to build confidence, provide support
and to motivate the parent(s) to continue to work toward accomplishing
their goal “’Walking Their Family Values Talk”).


� During subsequent visits, if the parent(s) have done very little or have not 
done anything on their Goal Plan, use the “Normalizing” and/or “Feel, Felt,
Found: Would this Work for You?” Action Tools to point out how difficult it is
to make changes in our daily routines. Then ask the parent(s) what got in
their way.  Use “Problem Talk” to help the parent(s) gain insight and to
explore options for taking small steps toward achieving success. This may
involve making a new Goal Plan that is more realistic and more in line with
the parent(s)’ motivations.


� Share what you have learned with your Supervisor and Skill Transfer Team.


Using a Family’s Values to
Motivate and Begin “Goal Work”Activity


#7
Continued
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Skill Focus:


Building the parents’ “child development skills” within the context of their culture.


Motivating Mothers and Fathers to
Support Their Child’s DevelopmentActivity


#8


� Review in your Integrated Strategies Manual:


� Using a Curriculum


� Dads Matter: Why It Is So Important to Include Dad


� Culturally Sensitive Practice: Cultural Competency is a Lifelong Journey


� Discuss with your Supervisor and Skill Transfer Team:


� Successes you have had motivating mothers and fathers to do child development activities 
during your home visits


� Strategies you have used to interest fathers to do child development activities with their child 
during your visit. 


� Why doing developmental activities yourself with children during  your visits will not result in 
your achieving desired outcomes related to child development goals


� A child development activity you did with parents that involved playing a traditional game, 
singing a traditional song and/or making a toy from materials indigenous to a family’s culture. 
How did this create motivation for the parent’s to provide developmental stimulation. 


� The difference between “Modeling Child Development Activities” and “Building a Parent’s Child 
Development Skills”.  What do you need to add to modeling to build the parent’s skills?
(Answer:  Step-by-step coaching and using Accentuating the Positives (ATPs) 
as you go.)


� Use Problem Talk with your Skill Transfer Team to explore what might get in the way of you 
building these skills in parents, including moving out of your comfort zone and changing
your relationship with the child.


�Select a mother and father from two different families to work on building 
Parental Child Development Skills with during the next month.


Continued
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�During each visit be prepared to provide parental coaching while doing 2
age-appropriate child development activities from your curriculum with the
parent interacting with the child. Think ahead about how you will step back
from doing these activities with the child yourself and how you will make it 
fun for the parent(s) to do the activities with their child.


�To maximize the developmental benefits for the child, follow all of the steps in 
the instructions for doing the activity provided in your curriculum. Remember
to explore with parents how their child will benefit developmentally by the 
parent doing this activity daily with their child until your next visit.


�Ask the parents to recall a game or song traditional to their culture to do with 
their child prior to your next visit. Remember to follow up regarding their 
experience during your next visit. 


�Share your experiences with your Supervisor and Skill Transfer Team.


Make Notes Here:


Motivating Mothers and Fathers to
Support Their Child’s DevelopmentActivity


#8
Continued







Skill Focus:


“Problem Talk” Action Tool and Exploring Their Options


Building the Family’s
Problem Solving SkillsActivity


#9


� Review in your Integrated Strategies Manual:


� Beliefs for Change


� Problem Talk


� Strategic Accentuating the Positives


� Explore and Wonder 


� Discuss with your Supervisor and Skill Transfer Team:


� The Beliefs for Change you need to embrace to give families “ownership” for solving their problems.


� Examples of times when you have “rescued” a parent by assuming responsibility for solving
one of their problems and how this has denied them the opportunity to build their own 
problem-solving skills


� How you feel when a parent is struggling or has a complicated problem to resolve.


� What gets in the way of you stepping back and taking the time to do “Problem Talk”
with family members?


� How you can use “Problem Talk” more effectively to leave ownership for a problem with the 
family and how you can help them to gain insight into their problematic situation, to explore
their options and to determine a course of action that will lead to resolution of the current 
situation or prevent the situation from happening again in the near future.


� Identify a problem 2 different families have presented, or are likely to
present to you during the next couple of weeks. Prior to your next visits
with them, prepare to do Problem Talk with the parent(s) by making notes
of questions you will ask to help them gain insight, to take ownership,
to explore possible solutions and to determine a plan for resolving or 
preventing the situation in the near future.


� Use the “Problem Talk” Action Tool during your next visits with these families. 
Make notes of the questions that were most useful in building the problem-
solving skills of these families.


Continued
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� During these subsequent visits, use the “Strategic Accentuating the Positives”
and Explore and Wonder Action Tools to provide motivation for the parent(s)
to continue to work on resolving the problem and to encourage them to
figure out what is or is not working, as well as what they could do instead to 
resolve/prevent the problematic situation.


� Share your experiences with your Supervisor and Skill Transfer Team.


Continued


Building the Family’s
Problem Solving SkillsActivity


#9


Make Notes Here:







You have completed Level 2
of the Skill Building Activities!


con
gratula
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+
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Adapted from Integrated Strategies for Home Visiting, 2010 & 2014 Great Kids, Inc and Skill Integration 
Certification Program, 2011 Great Kids, Inc (Draft July 15, 2015) 


Updated WRHA August 2016  


 
 
 
 
PHILOSOPHY: 
 


1. a)  During Home Visits, who does the Home Visitor build the strongest relationship 
with….the baby or the parent? What is the benefit? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
b)  Who does the Lead Role PHN build the strongest relationship with… the Home 
Visitor or the family? What is the benefit? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


              
2. a)  List 2 ways the Strength-Based approach is different from the Deficit-Based 


approach.  
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________. 
b)  List 2 ways the Strength-Based approach is different from a Deficit-Based approach 
within the Lead Role PHN/Home Visitor relationship.  
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 


3. a)   Review the areas of advocacy appropriate for home visiting programs.  
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


Integrated Strategies Training Review Module for Lead 
Role PHNs  







Adapted from Integrated Strategies for Home Visiting, 2010 & 2014 Great Kids, Inc and Skill Integration 
Certification Program, 2011 Great Kids, Inc (Draft July 15, 2015) 


Updated WRHA August 2016  


b)  How do LR PHNs support Home Visitors in developing knowledge and 
understanding their role in advocacy?  
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


       
4. As LR PHNs working with Home Visitors from a Strength-Based Approach, list three 


beliefs that would be important to embrace.  
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


 
HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS: 
 


5.  Give two reasons why establishing a trusting relationship is essential to successful   
      Home Visitor/LR PHN and family support work.  


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


 
6. How is it helpful for those working in the Families First Program to think about how 


their background affects their relationships with families?   
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 


7. What are the benefits of Home Visitors sharing their positive/negative feelings and 
frustration about their work with families with their LR PHN? 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 


8. a. How will you know if Home Visitors are maintaining a healthy, professional 
relationship with families? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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b. How will you know as a LR PHN if you are maintaining a healthy, professional 
relationship with home visitors? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 


THE FAMILIES FIRST PROGRAM: 
 
        9.  What are the primary goals of the Families First program?  


________________________________________________________________________          
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________    


 
10.  How will children and families in your community benefit from the Families First  
program?  


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 


11.  a. What are the benefits of documenting within the Families First Program?  
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


   
             b. What components are important to consider in documentation? 
              _______________________________________________________________________ 
             ________________________________________________________________________ 
             ________________________________________________________________________ 
             ________________________________________________________________________ 


 
12. a. What is the purpose of Goal Setting and what are the different components?  How     


can you support Home Visitors to be successful in setting goals with families by   
utilizing tools learned in Integrated Strategies for Home Visiting? 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
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12.  b. How can you as a LR PHN support the Home Visitor in Goal Setting for   
        themselves? 


_______________________________________________________________________   
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


  
      13. What are the benefits for Home Visitors completing their Home Visitor logs prior to 


weekly reflective supervision?  
________________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


 
CREATIVE ENGAGEMENT: 


 
14. a.  What is Creative Engagement?  


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


14. b.  What is the minimum amount of time your program will attempt to engage new   
      parents?  


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


       15. What Creative Engagement strategies could you encourage a Home Visitor to use that  
             would be effective?   


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


16. What might cause a parent to be reluctant or to avoid services? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


PARENT CHILD RELATIONSHIP 


17.   List four characteristics of strong families. P. 135 
 ________________________________________________________________________   


________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 


      ________________________________________________________________________ 


       18.  Give three examples of parent-child interactions that would be indicators of a    
 positive relationship during a baby’s first two months of life. 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 


19.   List three tools the Home Visitor can use to focus their early visits on    
 parent-child relationships.             
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________    


      20.  Give two examples of parent-infant interactions that would give Home Visitors and LR 
PHNs cause for concern? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________   


    ATTACHMENT AND BONDING: 


21.   When Home Visitors explore parents’ labour and delivery experience with parents, 
   how might this be of value to the parent- child relationship? 


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 


22.  a)  How does understanding Infant/Child development benefit the parent and the 
        child?  


 _______________________________________________________________________      
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
  
b)  How do Home Visitors encourage parents to provide developmental stimulation to 
      their children?  
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________  


 
23.  Give two reasons why focusing on the parent-infant relationship from the beginning  
        of the Home Visitor relationship with a family is necessary.  


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 


24.  What are the benefits of involving Dads/Partners as active participants in the Families 
  First program?  
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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25.  How is attachment and bonding important in the development of positive parent-   
  child relationships?  


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 


BRAIN DEVELOPMENT: 
 


26.  List three things you have learned about early brain development.  
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 


27.  How can childhood trauma impact us as adults? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


CULTURE: 


28.  What is cultural stereotyping? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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29.  Name three cultural characteristics beyond race/ethnicity. 


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


30.  What are the benefits of learning a family’s culture when working from a Strength- 
        Based  Approach? 


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


 
  ACTION TOOLS: 
 


31.  a.  When should you use the Action Tool “Problem Talk” 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
b. What are the benefits of LR PHNs using Problem Talk with Home Visitors? 


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________  


c.  What are the benefits of Home Visitors using Problem Talk with parents? 


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________  
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32.  a.  Describe the “Strategic Accentuating the Positive” Action Tool. 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


 


 b.  How can this tool based by the Home Visitor to address concerns? 


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


c.  When do Home Visitors use strategic ATPs? 


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


d.  How can Lead Role PHNS use this tool with Home Visitors to address concerns? 


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


33.  What is the benefit of the Action Tool, “Normalizing?”  What step is important to 
         remember to do? 


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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34.  Define the Action Tool, “Be Present and Connect.”  When would LR PHNs or Home   
        Visitors use this Action Tool? 


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


35.  How is the Action Tool, “Explore and Wonder” effective in supporting Home Visitors  
        or parental growth? How does this Action Tool support problem solving skills? 


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


36.  What is the importance in using all of the steps of each Action Tool? 


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


37.  What are the components of the “C-H-E-E-R-S” assessment method, for structuring 
        Home Visitor observations of parent-child relationships? 


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


38.  How should a Home Visitor use “C-H-E-E-R-S” to develop strategies to support    
        nurturing Parent-Child relationships?  


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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Integrated Strategies for Lead Role Public Health Nurse Fast Action Tools  
• Use this chart and mark each time you use one of the Action Tools in reflective supervision  
• The accompanying pages can be used to record how you used the Action Tool in reflective supervision  
• At the end of 2 months of practicing these Action Tools  
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WRHA FAMILIES FIRST TRAINING PROCESS 


 
FAMILIES FIRST SCREEN  
All Public Health Nurses who will be doing Families First Screens will review the ‘Families 
First Screening Tool’ on line learning module prior to completing Families First Screens with 
families.   Additionally, all newly hired and returning PHNs are to attend the 'Working with 
Families' general orientation at the first offered session from being hired or returning to work.  
  
PARENT SURVEY TRAINING (Standard 16) 
All Public Health Nurses who will be doing Parent Surveys are to complete the 4 ½ day “Core 
Parent Survey” training at the first offered session after being hired.  PHNs may return to this 
training on an “as need” basis.   
The PHN will submit their first positive and first negative Parent Survey Summary to the Trainer 
as a requirement of certification.   
Until such time as the PHN completes this training, all positive Families First Screens that she/he 
completes will have a Parent Survey completed by a PHN from the community area team who 
has completed this training.  
  
ADVANCED PARENT SURVEY TRAINING (Standard 18) 
All Public Health Nurses trained in the Parent Survey Process are to complete the 2- day 
“Advanced Parent Survey” training within 9-12 month after their initial “Core Parent Survey” 
training.  PHNs may return to this training at any time thereafter.  


 
INTEGRATED STRATEGIES (Standard 7 & 12) 
All Home Visitors working with the Families First program shall attend the four day Integrated 
Strategies training within their first three months of employment.   
All Public Health Nurses providing Reflective Supervision within the Families First program 
shall attend the four day Integrated Strategies training and ½ Reflective Supervision training. 
Upon completion of Integrated Strategies, all Families First Home Visitors  within the WRHA 
are to begin /complete the Great Kids, Inc. Skill Integration Certification Level 1 questions 1- 42 
prior to attending Tier One Training.   
Lead Role PHNs are to begin/complete the IS Level 1 questions for LR/Supervisors prior to 
attending Tier One training. 
 
Until Tier One training is complete the Families First Home Visitor is to meet with the Lead 
Role PHN weekly for 2 hours to review/discuss IS Level 1 answers.  Answer keys will be 
provided to Lead Role PHNs and are to be used in Reflective Supervision with the Families First 
Home Visitor. 
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The IS Level 1 assignment for Lead Role PHNs is to be completed by the Lead Role PHN and 
reviewed with the Public Health Coordinator or CNS  prior to independently providing 
Reflective  Supervision.  
 
Integrated Strategies for Home Visiting Fast Track Action Tools and the worksheets for 
“Personal Bests of the Action Tools” from Level 1 are to be completed within 2-3 months after 
Tier One training.  The Families First Home Visitor will complete the module in the role as a 
Home Visitor whereas the Lead Role PHN will complete the module in the context of providing 
Reflective Supervision. 
 
Once completed, the Lead Role PHN is to notify the Public Health Coordinator so that a 
certificate of completion can be provided to the Families First Home Visitor and/or the Lead 
Role PHN. 
 
Level 2 Skill Transfer Certification Activities are to be used as a supplemental tool should the 
Families First Home Visitor or Lead Role PHN require additional support to develop skills in 
specific competencies or with the communication action tools.  The activities in the assignments 
are to be done together with the Families First Home Visitor and Lead Role PHN. 
 
GROWING GREAT KIDS TRAINING 
 
TIER ONE (Standard 7 & 12) 
All Families First Home Visitors will complete the 5 day Growing Great Kids Tier One training 
within 1-2 months of completing Integrated Strategies training and will not commence visiting 
on their own prior to completion of this training. 
 
All Public Health Nurses providing Reflective Supervision within the Families First program 
will complete the 5 day  Growing Great Kids Tier One Training within 1-2 months of completing 
Integrated Strategies training and will not commence Reflective Supervision until that time. 
 
Tier Two (Standard 7 & 12) 
As of November 1, 2018 Tier 2 and 3 training has been replaced with Tier 2 Premium.   Tier 2 
Premium training consists of 8 self-directed learning units each taking about 3 hours to complete. 
GKI suggests that Tier 2 Premium be completed within one year from access.  
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As of September 1, 2018 newly hired Families First Home Visitors and new Lead Role PHNs 
will begin Tier 2 Premium within 4 months after completing Tier One training.  Home Visitors 
are to work on assignments at the individual level and review the assignment questions with their 
Lead Role PHN as part of reflective supervision.   
LR PHNs are asked to complete the Tier 2 Premium for Supervisor online training within 2 
months of completing Tier One training. This will ensure that LR PHNs are adequately prepared 
to discuss each competency unit with the home visitor that they are providing reflective 
supervision to.  Staff are responsible to track their individual progress by completing the 
‘Practice Makes Permanent’ assignments located in each unit.   
 
For staff hired prior to September 1, 2018, the self-directed learning units will be completed at 
the group level on a bi-monthly basis. During this time, Families First Home Visitors and Lead  
Role PHNs will share their experiences and speak to their learning as outlined in the assignment 
questions. 
Families First Home Visitors and Lead Role Public Health Nurses have been assigned to one of 4 
groups.  Wherever possible, staff are asked to attend their assigned session. Where this is not  
possible, staff may attend an alternate group.  In the event where a staff member misses the 
session, the assignments will be completed at the community level and may be reviewed with 
coworkers and/or as part of reflective supervision. 
Staff attending group sessions are responsible to track their progress by completing the ‘Practice 
Makes Permanent’ assignments located in each unit.  It is recommended that prior to attending a 
group session or between sessions, staff run/review the assignment in order to maintain current 
access at all times.   
 
Tier 2 Premium training will be facilitated and shared amongst the Lead Role PHNs according to 
the WRHA Families First Tier 2 Premium Training Schedule Sign-up Sheet.  Community Area 
offices will be responsible to host Tier 2 Premium training sessions according to the schedule.   
Community area offices will ensure that a laptop, projector and speakers are available for the 
class facilitator. 
 
Staff will use the Tier 2 Premium Guidebook for Home Visitors or the Tier 2 Premium 
Guidebook for Supervisors to track completion of assignments.    
 
FAMILIES FIRST PROGRAM ORIENTATION  
All newly hired PHNs, PPH Team Managers, Clinical Nurse Specialists and returning PHNs, 
will attend the WRHA ‘Working with Families’ general orientation at the first offered session 
from hire or returning to work.  
 
Team Managers and Clinical Nurse Specialists are encouraged to audit Integrated Strategies and 
Tier One training. 
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Guidelines for Use of the Integrated Strategies for Supervisors/Lead Role Training 
Review Module 


 
Intent/Purpose: 
• The purpose of this module is to provide Supervisor/Lead Role PHNs with an 


opportunity to anchor the knowledge and skills introduced in Integrated Strategies 
training so that they can deliver effective supervisory sessions.   


 
Used by: 
• Families First Program Supervisors/Lead Roles  
• Families First Provincial Trainers  
• Families First Coordinators  
• Clinical Nurse Specialists 
 
Guidelines for Completion of the Module: 


1. Wherever possible it is recommended that the module questions 1-38 be 
completed by the Supervisor/Lead Role PHN after attending Integrated Strategies 
training and before attending Tier One training.  When this is not possible, the 
module should be completed within one month after completing Tier One 
training.   


2. Each RHA will be responsible for determining how the module questions 1-38 are 
completed. 


3. Within the WRHA, module questions 1-38 will be completed by the LR PHN as 
outlined in guideline 1.  As this is a self-directed learning module, LR PHNs may 
choose to either review the answers independently or review the module in person 
with the provincial trainer, regional coach or clinical nurse specialist.    


4. The Integrated Strategies for Home Visiting Fast Track Action Tools should be 
completed within 2 months of Tier One Training.  This tool provides an 
opportunity to track the Action Tools that are being used in reflective supervision.   


5. Once all requirements of the module are complete, the Supervisor/Lead Role PHN 
will be issued an “Integrated Strategies for Home Visiting Seminar Fast Track 
Action Tools Certification” certificate through their Regional Health Authority. 


 
References: 
Integrated Strategies for Home Visiting Training Manual, 2010 & 2014, Great Kids, Inc. 
Great Kids, Inc. Skill Integration Certification Program, 2011 Great Kids, Inc.  
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WRHA Families First Tier 2 Premium Group Session Guidelines 


 
Hosting Community Area Responsibilities: 


• Hosting of the Tier 2 Premium training sessions will be rotated through all the 
community area offices. (See schedule located in Practice Council folder located 
on the shared drive.) 


• Hosting offices will ensure that there is a laptop, projector and speakers available 
for all sessions. 
 


Process: 
• Staff are encouraged to attend the Tier training in their assigned groups. 
• Team Managers are asked to facilitate arrangements so that FFHVs and LR PHNs 


may attend the session with the group to which they have been assigned.  Staff 
that are unable to attend the group session that they have been assigned to (such 
as due to vacation, ADRs, scheduling conflicts) are to make arrangements to 
attend a session at an alternate site.  Staff are to email the group facilitator 
advising them that they will be attending this alternate session, and advise their 
respective Team Manager.  


• If staff hired before September 1, 2108 do not have the opportunity to attend one 
of the sessions, they are to complete the assignment at the community level and 
report back to a member of their home team.    Once this is done, they may sign 
the date that they completed the assignment on their training record.  Staff hired 
after September 1, 2018 are to refer to complete all assignments at the individual 
level as outlined in the WRHA Tier 2 Premium Training process.  


• Participants will be asked to “sign-in” for Tier training sessions.  Sign in sheets 
are to be faxed to the Administrative Support Clerk for Families First at 204-940-
2690 at the end of each session.   


 
Assignments: 


• Staff are to use the GKI Guidebooks to keep track of completed assignments.  
• The Tier 2 Premium group sessions are designed to be interactive discussions.  


All FFHVs and LR PHNs are to have the opportunity to actively contribute to the 
session conversations. This process will increase capacity for skill building, 
knowledge enhancement and fidelity to the Families First program. The ‘take 
away or homework’ portions of the assignments are to be completed in the 
community between Tier group sessions.  


• At the beginning of each session, there will be safe guarded time where the group 
facilitator will follow up with the ‘take away or homework’ from the last session.   


• If staff have not had the opportunity to complete  the ‘take away or homework’ 
assignment(s) or missed a community area training session they are to  
complete the assignment at the community level and report back to a member of 
their home team.  Once done, insert this date as the ‘Date of Completion.’ 
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Competency Development: 
• After completing a Tier 2 Premium Unit, staff are asked to complete a self-


assessment of the competency that the unit focused upon using the GKI Core 
Competencies for Effective Home Visiting Self –Assessment too. 


• Once completing all 8 units of Tier 2 Premium, Families First Home Visitors will 
complete a competency development plan.  Lead Role PHNs will review the plan 
with the home visitor on a quarterly basis.  


• Competency Development Plans, with associated progress noted, are retained in 
the Home Visitor’s training file. 
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 Timeline for WRHA Families First Training Process for Families First Home Visitors and Lead Role PHNs 
 


Time span 
from 


beginning to 
ongoing 


0-3 months from Families First Home Visitor hire or being assigned as a Lead Role Public 
Health Nurse 


 


Within 2 months of 
completing Tier One 


Training 


Within 4 months of 
Integrated Strategies 


training 
 


 


Training 
Requirements 
 
 
Families First 
Home Visitor 


 


Integrated 
Strategies 


(IS) 
  


Must attend 
all 4 days of 


training 


Prior to  
attending Tier 
One training 
complete the  


IS Skills Level 1 
assignment 


questions #1to 
#42 


Review answers 
with LR PHN  


  


Tier One 
Training  


 
 


Must 
attend all 
5 days of 
training 


The week after 
Tier One is 
completed 
commence 


home visiting 
 


  Introduce 
maximum of 


one new family 
per week until 


caseload is full. 


The week after Tier One 
is completed, begin 
Integrated Strategies 


Skills Level 1 Fast Track 
Action Tools 
Assignment.. 


Where possible, complete 
this assignment  prior to 


attending Tier one 
training  and review with 


LR PHN 


 Complete the 
worksheets for 


“Personal Bests” of the 
Action Tools. 
Complete this 


assignment and review 
with LR PHN 


 


Begin Tier 2 
Premium online 


learning course at the 
individual level. 
Join Tier Two 


Premium Group 
Training sessions  


 
(*FFHV will be 


assigned to a group 
by the PHC) 


 


 


 
 Lead Role 


Public Health 
Nurse 


Integrated 
Strategies 


  
Must attend 
all 4 days of 
IS training 
and ½ day 
Reflective 


Supervision 
training  


 


Review IS Skills 
Level 1 


assignment 
questions (1-42) 
prior to FFHV 
attending Tier 
One training. 


 
Begin Integrated 


Strategies for 
Supervisor’s 


Training Review 
module  


 


Tier One 
Training  


 
Must 


attend all 
5 days of 
training  


The week after 
Tier One is 


completed and 
over the next 2 
months read the 
Families First 


Support Manual  
 


 


Review in Reflective 
Supervision with the 


FFHV the IS Skills Level 
1 Fast Action Tools, 


where possible prior them 
attending Tier One 


training   
 


Once complete, send 
FFHV name to Public 


Health Coordinator(PHC)  
to issue FFHV Certificate 


of Completion 
 


Complete the Integrated 
Strategies for 


Supervisor’s Training 
Review module  


(may be reviewed as needed 
with the Provincial Trainer, 
Regional Coach, or CNS) 


 
Review with FFHV the 


worksheets for 
“Personal Bests of the 


Action Tools  
 
 
 


Begin and complete 
Tier 2 Premium 
online learning 


course. 
Join Tier Two 


Premium Group 
Training sessions  


 
(*LR PHN  will be 
assigned to a group 


by PHC)  
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Timeline for WRHA Families First Training Process for Case Manager PHNs, Clinical Nurse Specialist and Team Managers 
 


Training 
Requirements  


On hire  On hire Within 6 month of hire  
 


9-12 months after initial Core Parent 
Survey training 


Within One year 
from hire  


Case Manager 
PHN  


All newly hired PHNs will complete the 
‘Families First Screening Tool on line 


learning module   and the ‘Working with 
Families’ video prior to completing FF 


Screens with families.  


All newly hired and 
returning PHNs will 
attend the WRHA 


’Working with 
Families’  general 


orientation session at 
the first offered 


session   


Attend 5 day Core Parent Survey” 
training offered through HCMO.  


A PHN  may return to this training 
on an as needed basis 


Submission of the PHNs first 
positive and first negative Parent 
Survey Summary to the Trainer is 


a requirement of certification 


Every newly hired and returning to 
work PHN trained in the Parent Survey 


Process will participate in a 2-day 
“Advanced Parent Survey” training 


 


Clinical Nurse 
Specialist  


All newly hired CNSs working with the 
FF program will complete the Families 
First Screening Tool on line learning 


module   and the ‘Working with 
Families’ video  


 
 


All newly hired CNSs 
will attend the WRHA  


‘Working with 
Families’ general 


orientation session at 
the first offered 


session 


All CNSs working with the FF 
program will attend the 5 day 
“Core Parent Survey” training 


offered through HCMO.   


All CNSs working with the FF 
program will participate in a 2-day 
“Advanced Parent Survey” training 


All CNSs working 
with the FF 


program are to 
audit IS and Tier 


One training. 


Team 
Managers 


All newly hired Team Managers are 
invited to attend the “Working with 


Families” general orientation session  
 


Team Managers are invited to audit 
Integrated Strategies and Tier One 


training  


All newly hired Team 
Managers will attend 


the ‘Working with 
Families’ general 


orientation session at 
the first offered 


session 
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Great Kids, Inc. Skill Integration
Certification Program


The GGreat Kids, Inc. Skill Integration Certification Program includes 22 Levels of SSkill Building Activities to support
Home Visitors and their Supervisors in putting the knowledge and skills introduced in the IIntegrated Strategies
for Home Visiting Seminar into their practice with families. 


Level 1:
Level 2:


Training participants who have completed LLevel 1 and LLevel 2 will be awarded CCertificates of Completion by
submitting their required documentation to either GGreat Kids, Inc. or HHealthy Families America. To receive a LLevel
1 or Level 2 Certificate upon completion of LLevel 1 and/or Level 2 Assignments, supervisors are required to mail
the following documentation:


For Healthy Families America programs you are required to send your documentation to Lisa Sutter:
sutter@preventchildabuse.org, with subject line: IIntegrated Strategies Level 1/2 Certification


For Early Head Start and other program models, send required documentation to:
Orders@greatkidsinc.net, with subject line: IIntegrated Strategies Level 1/2 Certification


Location and Date of Integrated Strategies for Home Visiting Attended:


1 Trainer’s name:


2 Supervisor’s name:


3 Supervisor’s e-mail address:


4 Organization’s name, address and phone number:


5 Date supervisor completed all LLevel 1 Assignments with home visitors/other staff:


6 Names of home visitors/other staff who have completed all LLevel 1 Assignments:


7 Date supervisor completed all LLevel 2 Assignments with home visitors/other staff:


8 Names of home visitors/other staff who have completed all LLevel 2 Assignments:


© 2011 Great Kids, Inc.













6 List 2 ways the Strength-Based Approach is different from the Problem or Deficit-Based Approach.


5 In working with families from a Strength-Based Approach, list 3 beliefs that would be important to 
embrace.


© 2011 Great Kids, Inc.


1 How will children and families in your community benefit from your program?


2 List 3 things you have learned about early brain development.


3 How can childhood trauma impact us as adults?


4 What are the primary goals of your program?


Integrated Strategies for


Home Visiting Training ReviewLevel
1


1
2
3


1
2
3


1
2







13 What might cause a parent to be reluctant or to avoid services?


7 During home visits, who do you build the strongest relationship with … the baby or the parent?  Why?


12 Give 2 reasons why establishing a trusting relationship is essential to successful parent visitor and
family support work.


10 Name 3 cultural characteristics beyond race/ethnicity.


8 Why is it important to involve Dads/Partners as active participants in your program?


9 Why is learning as much as you can about a family’s culture important when working from a 
Strength-Based Approach?


2


1
2
3


1


11 What is cultural stereotyping? 


14 Give 2 reasons why focusing on the parent-infant relationship from the beginning of your relationship
with a family is necessary.
1
2







15 List 3 tools you can use to focus your early visits on parent-child relationships.
1
2
3


21 Give 2 reasons why it is important for parents to understand infant and child development.


17 Give 2 examples of parent-infant interactions that would give you cause for concern.


18 List 2 Action Tools you could use to address these concerns.


19 Why is it important to explore the parents’ labor and delivery experience with them?


20 Why are attachment and bonding important in the development of positive parent-child relationships?


16 Give 3 examples of parent-child interactions that would be indicators of a positive relationship during a 
baby’s first 2 months of life.
1
2
3


1
2


1
2


1
2







24 Describe the “Targeted Accentuating the Positives” Action Tool. How can this tool be used to
address concerns?


22 What are the components of the “C•H•E•E•E•R•S” assessment method for structuring your observations
of parent-child relationships?


23 Why is it useful to use  “C•H•E•E•E•R•S” to develop strategies to support nurturing parent-child 
relationships?


E
E
R
S


C
H
E


26 List the 10 items on the Parent Survey.


25 List 4 characteristics of strong families.
1
2
3
4


4
5
6
7


1
2
3


8
9


10


27 What is “Creative Engagement?”







28 What Creative Engagement strategies have you tried that have been effective?


29 What is the minimum amount of time your program will attempt to engage new parents? 


30 What are the benefits of doing the Action Tool, “Problem Talk” , with parents?


32 How does the Action Tool, “Normalizing”, make a parent feel?


33 Why is the Action Tool, “Explore and Wonder” effective in supporting parents to figure out what the
intent of their baby’s behaviors is and to teach problem solving skills?


34 How is it beneficial to use all of the steps in each Action Tool?


31 Define the Action Tool,  “Feel, Felt, Found: Would This Work For You?” 


35 Give 3 reasons for documenting your work with families.
1
2
3







40 Why is it important to discuss your feelings and frustrations about your work with families with your
supervisor?


36 Give 2 reasons for completing your paperwork prior to your weekly supervisory session.


37 What are the 3 MMM’S and how have you used them in working with families around setting goals?


1
2


1
2
3


38 How will regular developmental screening support program outcomes pertaining to school readiness?


42 How will you know if you are maintaining a healthy, professional relationship with families?


41 Give 2 reasons why it is important to learn about how your own background affects your relationships
with families.
1
2


39 List the areas of advocacy appropriate for home visiting programs.


congratulations!


This is THE END of the Level 1 Core Training Review!
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Strategic Accentuating the Positives
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� Post this chart in your work area or in your daily planner.


� Each day make a mark for each time you used one of the AAction Tools listed.


� At the end of 22 months of practicing these AAction Tools, you will be asked to
share your best example of each AAction Tool with your Supervisor and Co-Workers.


� You can start now to record each step in your ““Personal Bests Action Tools” on
the pages that follow. ;Practice


Makes
Permanent


Month 2Month 1� �


Normalizing
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Feel, Felt, Found: Would This Work for You?
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Explore and Wonder
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Problem Talk
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Personal Bests
Problem/ Concern


Record the questions, in each of the Problem Talk categories to learn more and 
to encourage the family to consider their options for resolving this situation. 


Who … ?


What … ?


When … ?


Where … ?


How … ?


PRObLEM TALK







Step #1 … Before your next visit, identify the concern/problem.


Concern:


For Each Step in the Action Tool, Record What You Said to the Parent (s).


Personal Bests


Step #4 … Complement the parent for steps taken that will show growth or improvement 
stating  how the interaction/ choice will benefit the parent, family or child.


Step #2 … Note 2 to 3 specific relationship interactions or life style choices you will watch 
for parents demonstrating during upcoming visits or choices being made on a
daily/weekly basis that would show progress in reducing this concern.


Parenting Practices/Family Choices you will watch for:


Step #3 … During your visit, watch closely for these positive interactions or parents 
reporting having made these healthy life style choices.


Strategic Accentuating
The Positives







Personal Bests


Step #1… Summarize the beliefs/opinions of the parent or actions of the child that
are of concern.


Step #4 … Explore with the parent how this new way of understanding or thinking about 
the behavior might work better for them.


Step #2 … Tell the parent his/her opinion is a commonly held belief. 


Step #3 … Provide information that will expand the parent’s knowledge and understanding. 


Normalizing


For Each Step in the Action Tool, Record What You Said to the Parent (s).







Step #1 … Concern: Describe what you observe the parent to be feeling or experiencing.


Step #4 … Ask the parent if he/she thinks what worked for you might also work for her/him.
If not, explore other possible solutions.


Step #2 … Describe a situation in which you had a similar feeling (or someone you know
felt this way). 


Step #3 … Describe what you (or, another person) found worked for resolving this situation. 


Feel,Felt,FounD:
woulD This worK


For You?


Personal Bests


For Each Step in the Action Tool, Record What You Said to the Parent (s).







Step #1 … Concern: Describe the parenting practice or interaction you have observed and
are concerned about (just the facts).


Step #4 … Ask the parent if he/she thinks your thoughts might explain what is going on
for the child.


Step #2 … Ask the parent what he/she thinks the child is experiencing or feeling. 


Step #3 … Wonder about what you think the child might be experiencing. 


Step #5 … Explore with the parent what might happen if she/he responded differently to
the child’s cues, encouraging nurturing parenting responses.


Explore anD wonDer


Personal Bests


For Each Step in the Action Tool, Record What You Said to the Parent (s).







You have completed Level 1


of the Skill Building Activities!


con
gratula
tions!


+
�3 Cheers for


You! ��� �
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